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Abstract
Purpose The primary objective of the present study was to
examine the association between branched chain and aro-
matic amino acid profiles (BCAA and AAA respectively)
and the metabolic syndrome (MS), and to evaluate the
clinical utility of these associations in the diagnostic process.
Methods Two hundred and sixty three healthy men with
MS [MS(+): n= 165] and without MS [MS(−): n= 98]
were enrolled in the observational study. Anthropometrical,
biochemical, and amino acid measurements were per-
formed. The ability of the BCAA and AAA to discriminate
subjects with MS and insulin resistance was tested. Based
on logistic discrimination, a multivariate early MS diag-
nostic model was built, and its discrimination properties
were evaluated.
Results Two functionally independent amino acid clusters
were identified. BCAA and phenylalanine differed sig-
nificantly between MS(+) and MS(−) participants (P=
0.003). These factors were also found to be indicators of
MS(+) individuals (AUC: 0.66; 95% CI: 0.5757–0.7469),
and correlated with cardiometabolic factors. No statistically
significant differences in amino acid concentrations
between those with and without insulin resistance were

noted, and none of the amino groups were indicators of
insulin resistance. The proposed MS multivariate diagnostic
model consisted of phenylalanine, insulin, leptin, and adi-
ponectin, and had good discrimination properties [AUC
0.79; 95% CI: 0.7239–0.8646].
Conclusions MS is associated with selective BCAA and
AAA profile disturbances, which could be part of cardio-
metabolic disease pathogenesis and derive neither directly
from insulin sensitivity impairment, nor obesity or muscle
mass. The MS diagnostic model developed and described
herein should be validated in future studies.
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Phenylalanine ● Diagnosis

Introduction

There is a great need for novel MS biomarker that would
allow for early identification of those at greatest cardio-
metabolic diseases (CMD) risk as well as individual meta-
bolic risk stratification and monitoring, so that appropriate
intervention strategies could be developed and implemented
[1–3]. Dichotomization of the currently used MS criteria
limits their application in daily practice.

Current evidence coming from studies across numerous
ethnic backgrounds supports use of branched chain amino
acid (BCAA) and aromatic amino acid (AAA) profile as
biomarkers determining metabolic health. The BCAA
include leucine (Leu), isoleucine (Ile), and valine (Val), and
the AAA, phenylalanine (Phe), tryptophan (Trp), and tyr-
osine (Tyr) [4–7].

Close association between changes in BCAA and AAA
profiles with CMD: diabetes type 2 (DM2), cardiovascular
disease (CVD), insulin resistance (IR) and obesity have
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been demonstrated [4–9]; specifically their diagnostic and
prognostic value, correlation with positive outcomes of
therapeutic interventions, and ability to differentiate meta-
bolically healthy from metabolically unhealthy obese
patients [4, 9]. There is also accumulating data demon-
strating that this association is independent of traditional
risk factors, enhances the prediction value, and could be
useful for relative CVD risk assessment [10, 11].

BCAA, Phe, and Tyr have been proved to be predictive
of DM2 [12, 13] and CVD [11] up to 12 years prior to
disease manifestation, BCAA and Tyr were related with MS
diagnosis within 4-year period [13], whereas BCAA and
Phe were shown to be significantly positively correlated
with IR values measured 18 months later [14]. These
observations suggest that some disturbances of BCAA and
AAA metabolism could be part of an early, yet to be elu-
cidated, metabolic change that precedes CMD development,
and links DM2 and CVD pathogenesis [11]. That makes
BCAA and AAA an auspicious candidate for new, early MS
biomarkers.

Metabolomic analysis of nearly 1900 individuals from
three different American cohorts identified BCAA, Phe,
Tyr, and three other amino acids (AA): Met, Ala, His as the
variables that out of 55 assessed metabolites differed most
between metabolically healthy and unhealthy study parti-
cipants, and their significant discriminant power, indepen-
dent of BMI, was documented [5]. In Finnish study,
BCAAs, Phe, and Tyr, in combination with the inflamma-
tion protein orosomucoid, allowed for the discrimination of
the overweight/obese women with the MS from those that
were metabolic healthy, irrespective of age, body mass, fat
mass, physical activity. The distinguished metabolites were
also correlated with MS factors [15].

The concept of BCAA and AAA profile alterations being
indicative of metabolic disorders has a deep pathophysio-
logical origin. Changes in the availability of BCAA and
AAA have a profound effect on cell signaling, gene
expression, brain, and neuroendocrine function [16, 17]. In
addition, BCAA availability affects glucose, protein, and
lipid metabolism [18]. Some AA-transporter systems are
considered to have a dual role, as both a transporter and a
receptor. In this role, the ‘transceptor’ communicates infor-
mation about nutritional state, as well as quantity and
quality of extra and intracellular AAs, to nutrient-sensitive
factors such as GCN and mTOR, which enables the cell to
respond appropriately to change [17]. These factors can be
also involved in pathophysiological effects; in that, under
certain conditions, BCAA are considered to be IR-
promoting factors by way of mTOR, AMPK, and GCN2
overstimulation [19, 20].

The competitive nature of some of the BCAA and AAA
transmembrane transporters determines the functional
interdependence of individual AA concentrations; thus, AA

proportions, rather than the absolute AA concentrations
alone could be of clinical significance [21, 22]. Plasma
molar ratios of individual BCAA and AAA to the rest of the
competitors predict individual AA uptake through the brain
blood barrier [23].

The central aims of the present study were to: (1)
examine the association between the profiles of BCAA and
AAA and the phenotype of MS, as well as the pathogenic
factors of MS (IR and obesity); (2) evaluate the diagnostic
value of BCAA-concentrations and AAA-concentrations;
and, (3) assess the validity of using BCAA and AAA
measurements for diagnostic modeling of early MS.

Methods

Study participants

Two hundred and sixty-three Caucasian men, aged 36–60
years, with neither a history of diabetes, nor of lipostatic,
diabetic or psychiatric drug therapy. The participants were
recruited from 290 randomly selected employees of a Polish
company, who performed manual or desk-based work. The
participants were allocated to one of two groups, either MS
(+) (n= 165) or MS(−) (n= 98), based on their fulfillment
of the modified definition of MS (Joint Interim Society
statement [24]), with waist circumference (WC) replaced
with waist-to-height ratio (WtHr) [19, 20]. At least three of
the following criteria needed to be met for inclusion in the
MS(+) group: WtHr > 0.5; triglyceride (TG) level ≥ 1.7
mmol/L; high-density lipoprotein (HDL) level< 1.03
mmol/L; systolic pressure (SYS) ≥ 130 mmHg/diastolic
(DIAS) ≥ 85 mmHg/hypotensive treatment; and, fasting
glucose (FG) level ≥ 5.6 mmol/L.

For further analyses, participants were categorized into
groups, based on whether they were insulin resistant [IR
(+)], or not [IR(−)], according to homeostatic model
assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA IR) values, which
were measured using the formula: insulin (µU/mL)× glu-
cose (mmol/L)/22.5. Cut-off HOMA IR values were the
same as those determined by Szurkowska et al. [25] for a
Polish population. Of the 263 enrolled participants, 124
were classified as IR(+) (HOMA IR> 2.1) and 134 as IR
(−) (HOMA IR ≤ 2.1).

Measurements

Anthropometric and laboratory measurements were per-
formed during periodic medical examinations conducted in
2015.

Weight, height, and waist and hip circumference were
determined using standard techniques. Body mass index
(BMI), waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) and WtHr were
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determined as: weight (kg)/height (m2); waist (cm)/hip
(cm); and, waist (cm)/height (cm), respectively. Bioelec-
trical impedance analysis (Tanita T6360, Japan) was used to
measure body fat mass, fat-free mass and percentage body
fat. Lean body mass was calculated as: total body mass –

percentage fat mass× body mass. Blood pressure (BP) was
measured using a mercury/Aneroid sphygmomanometer,
with final BP calculated as the mean of two readings taken
from the participant’s non-dominant arm, while seated, after
a 20-min rest. Intima media thickness (IMT) was measured
using B-mode ultrasound (Philips iU22 ultrasound imager)
with a linear array on the posterior wall of the carotid
arteries. The final IMT value was the mean of several IMT
measurements from the right and left common, internal and
external carotid arteries.

Laboratory measurements were performed after over-
night fasting, using commercially available methods. Total
cholesterol (TC), HDL, and TG levels were calculated using
enzymatic measures on a COBAS Integra 400 Plus Ana-
lyzer (Roche Diagnostics). Low-density lipoprotein C
(LDL-C) was calculated using Friedewald’s formula: LDL
= TC –HDL – TG/5 (mg/dL). C-reactive protein (CRP) was
measured using an immunoephelometric assay (Dade
Behring GmbH, Germany); insulin using an electro-
chemiluminescent method (Elecsys, Roche); leptin (LEP)
using an RIA assay (EMD Millipore Human Leptin, USA)
with the range set at 3.8± 1.8 ng/mL; and, adiponectin
using a RIA assay (EMD Millipore Human Adiponectin,
USA) with the limit of sensitivity set at 1 ng/mL.

Plasma samples were analyzed for AAs using gas–liquid
chromatography combined with tandem mass spectrometry
(GLC-MSMS Focus GC – IonTrap ITQ700 (Thermo) sys-
tem). The commercially available EZ:faast amino acids
analysis kit (Phenomenex, USA) assay was used to analyze
AAs in the biological sample. The calibration standards and
samples were prepared according to the Phenomenex EZ:
Faast(™) kit sample preparation procedure [26]. AAs, after
isolation were converted into their volatile derivatives using
propyl chloroformate, separated with gas chromatography,
and analyzed by tandem mass spectrometry using GLC-
MSMS system Focus GC – IonTrap ITQ700 (Thermo).

AA ratios

For the purposes of the study, several AA molar ratios were
analyzed:

Leucine ratio (Leu_IVPTT): molar ratio of Leu to the
sum of AAAs, Ile, Val;

● Shortened leucine ratio (Leu_IV): molar ratio of Leu to
the sum of Ile, Val.

● Tyrosine ratio (TyrPhe_LIVTrp): molar ratio of the sum
of Tyr and Phe to the sum of the BCAAs and Trp.

● Tryptophan ratio (Trp_LIVTyr): molar ratio of Trp to
the sum of BCAAs, Tyr and Phe.

Ethical statement

The study was approved by the local ethics committee
(Wroclaw Medical University KB-182/2015), and all par-
ticipants provided informed consent.

Statistical analysis

Before statistical analyses were undertaken, a Box-Cox
transformation was conducted for variance stabilization.
Statistical significance for comparative analysis was set at P
< 0.05. On AA variables, principle component (PC) ana-
lysis was performed. PC number was limited by 80% of
explained variation. For all AA variables and PCs, corre-
lation analysis with anatomical and biochemical variables,
as outlined in the methods section, was performed. Esti-
mations of 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were based on
bootstrapping. The median PCs of the MS(+) and MS(−)
groups were compared. Statistical significance was eval-
uated using a permutation test. Logistic discriminant ana-
lysis was used to determine the validity of using PC to
differentiate MS(+) and MS(−) participants. ROC curve
and AUC values were derived. De Long’s method was used
to determine the 95% CI.

Logistic discriminant analysis utilizing AAs and the
biochemical variables that differed most between the groups
was used to create a multivariate discrimination model for
MS diagnosis. The ROC curve was derived and the AUC
assessed. DeLong’s method was used to determine the 95%
CI. Differences testing and discriminant analysis on the PCs
were performed for IR(+) and IR(−) groups.

The free R Stats Package version 3.5.0 was used for
statistical analyses and figures preparation.

Results

A comparative analysis of the clinical characteristics and
AA concentrations in the MS(+) and MS(−) groups is
presented in Table 1. Clear differences between the MS(+)
and MS(−) participants, in terms of AA profiles, were
observed. The concentrations of individual AAs (Ile, Phe,
Leu, and Val), as well as summary concentrations of
BCAAs, AAAs, and BCAAs together with AAAs
(BCAA_AAAs) were significantly higher in the MS(+)
group, when compared with the MS(−) group. No statisti-
cally significant differences in Tyr, Trp, and all tested AAs
ratios were observed.
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Two AA factors were identified using principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA), and subsequently named factor 1
(AA1) and factor 2 (AA2). AA1 was determined by the
concentrations of Leu, Ile, Val (i.e. the BCAAs) and Phe,
and AA2 by the concentrations of Tyr and Trp. Statistically
significant but relatively weak correlations between AA1
and cardiometabolic status indicators (i.e. BMI, WtHr, fat
body mass (FM), fat body mass percentage (FM%), WC,
SYS, DIAS, insulin, quantitative insulin sensitivity check
index (QUICKI), HOMA IR, FG, CRP, and LEP) were
observed (Table 2). No statistically significant correlations
for AA2 were noted. AA1 was observed to differ sig-
nificantly between the MS(+) and MS(−) groups (P=
0.003), whereas AA2 did not (P= 0.722). Logistic dis-
criminant analysis confirmed that AA1, unlike AA2, is an
indicator of MS(+) status; however, the discriminatory
power was not high (AUC: 0.66; 95% CI: 0.5757–0.7469).

Analogical analyses for the IR(+) and IR(−) groups were
performed, and no statistically significant differences in terms
of AA concentrations and AA ratios were observed. BCAAs
showed only a trend towards diversification. Logistic dis-
criminant analysis confirmed that neither AA1 nor AA2 is a
meaningful indicator of IR(+) status. The characteristics of the
groups according to the cardiometabolic indices and AA
concentrations with difference testing are presented in Table 3.

The correlation structure between assessed AAs and
metabolic, anthropometrical and physiological variables is
depicted with the aid of hierarchical clustering, in Fig. 1. All
observed linear relationships were found to be weak. The

Table 1 Baseline and AA characteristics of MS(+) and MS(−)
groups. Data are expressed in the original scale as medians and robust
SD with P values for differences testing

Parameter/group MS(−), n= 98 MS(+), n= 165 P values

WC [cm] 90± 7.97 98± 5.93 < 0.001

WHR 0.9± 0.04 0.94± 0.04 0.475

WtHr 0.5± 0.04 0.56± 0.04 < 0.001

BMI [kg/m2] 25.5± 2.59 29± 2.97 < 0.001

FM% 20.5± 5.19 27± 4.45 < 0.001

FFM [kg] 63.2± 5.01 64.77± 5.86 0.063

FM [kg] 16.7± 5.41 23.45± 6.26 < 0.001

IMT [mm] 0.545± 0.074 0.55± 0.074 0.852

LDL [mmol/L] 3± 0.85 3.3± 0.82 0.008

TG [mmol/L] 1.2± 0.52 2± 0.89 < 0.001

HDL [mmol/L] 1.56± 0.38 1.29± 0.29 < 0.001

CRP [mg/L] 0.95± 0.95 1.67± 1.65 0.744

SYS [mmHg] 120± 7.41 140± 7.41 < 0.001

DIAS [mmHg] 80± 6.49 90± 3.71 < 0.001

FG [mmol/L] 5.35± 0.35 5.8± 0.52 < 0.001

insulin [µIU/mL] 5.95± 2.49 9.52± 5.75 < 0.001

HOMA IR 1.46± 0.58 2.51± 1.63 < 0.001

ADI [µg/mL] 7.5± 4.11 6.5± 3.17 0.001

LEP [ng/mL] 5.85± 3.47 7.4± 3.98 < 0.001

LEP/ADI 0.73± 0.54 1.12± 0.89 < 0.001

Amino acid concentrations [nmol/mL]

Leucine 132.8± 39.5 157.7± 38.5 0.005

Valine 247.3± 74.2 272.7± 68.9 0.032

Isoleucine 58.8± 18.5 69.9± 15.7 0.001

Phenylalanine 74.8± 19.0 88.6± 23.4 0.002

Tyrosine 25.9± 9.93 26.95± 10.17 0.261

Tryptophan 56.4± 24.4 59.3± 30.9 0.102

BCAA 433± 125 512± 115 0.008

AAA 164.1± 36.7 176.1± 56.2 0.006

BCAA_AAA 589± 120 674± 133 0.002

Amino acid ratios

Leu_IV 0.45± 0.08 0.46± 0.07 0.926

Leu_IVPTT 0.29± 0.05 0.31± 0.05 0.436

Trp_LIVTyr 0.11± 0.06 0.12± 0.06 0.982

TyrPhe_LIVTrp 0.21± 0.03 0.21± 0.03 0.677

AAA aromatic amino acids, ADI adiponectin, BCAA branched chain
amino acids, BCAA_AAA summary concentration of BCAA and AAA,
BMI body mass index, CRP C-reactive protein, DIAS diastolic blood
pressure, FG fasting glucose, FFM fat free body mass, FM fat body
mass, FM% percentage of body fat, HDL high density cholesterol,
HOMA IR homeostatic model assessment of insulin resistance, IMT
intima media thickness, LDL low density lipoprotein, LEP leptin, LEP/
ADI leptin-to-adiponectin ratio, Leu_IV shortened leucine ratio,
Leu_IVPTT leucine ratio, SYS systolic blood pressure, TG triglycer-
ides, Trp_LIVTyr tryptophan ratio, TyrPhe_LIVTrp tyrosine ratio, WC
waist circumference, WHR waist-to-hip ratio, WtHr waist-to-height
ratio

Table 2 Statistically significant correlations (R-value, 95% CI) of
identified in PCA amino acid factor 1 (AA1). AA1 was determined by
the concentrations of Leu, Ile, Val (i.e. the BCAAs) and Phe

Parameter r AA1 95% CI AA1

BMI [kg/m2] 0.19 0.05; 0.33

WC [cm] 0.18 0.07; 0.31

FM [kg] 0.16 0.02; 0.29

FM% 0.16 0.02; 0.29

WtHr 0.20 0.09; 0.32

SYS [mmHg] 0.15 0.01; 0.3

DIAS [mmHg] 0.17 0.03; 0.33

FG [mmol/L] 0.14 0.03; 0.26

Insulin [µIU/mL] 0.19 0.04; 0.34

HOMA IR 0.20 0.07; 0.32

QUICKI (−)0.2 (−)0.34; (−)0.07

LEP [ng/mL] 0.18 0.07; 0.31

CRP [mg/L] 0.15 0.02; 0.28

BMI body mass index, CRP C-reactive protein, DIAS diastolic blood
pressure, FG fasting glucose, FM fat body mass, FM% percentage of
body fat, HOMA IR homeostatic model assessment of insulin
resistance, LEP leptin, QUICKI quantitative insulin sensitivity check
index, SYS systolic blood pressure, WC waist circumference, WtHr
waist-to-height ratio
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association between the IR indices (QUICKI, HOMA IR)
and Ile, Leu, and BCAA, as well as between BMI, WtHr,
WC, LEP, and BCAA_AAA had more prominent correla-
tion coefficients, but none exceeded 0.25. Notably, neither
for Tyr nor Trp were statistically significant linear rela-
tionships with cardiometabolic indicators noted. Trp (and its
derivatives) was the only AA that showed significant
association with fat free body mass (FFM).

By means logistic discriminant analysis, a multivariate
model for MS(+) diagnosis, based on Phe, INS, LEP, and
ADI was built (MS screen test). On the discriminant func-
tion value, Phe and INS were strongest (P= 0.006 and
0.002, respectively), whereas LEP and ADI were weakest
(P= 0.1 and 0.06, respectively). The resulting model
coefficients for Phe, insulin, and LEP were positive,
whereas that of ADI was negative. The AUC value of the
classification model was indicative of relatively good clas-
sification properties (AUC: 0.79; 95% CI: 0.7239–0.8646).

Discussion

The principal aim of the present study was to examine the
association between BCAA and AAA profiles and MS

Table 3 AAs concentrations and baseline characteristics of the IR+
and IR− groups. Data are expressed in the original scale as median
and robust SD with P values for differences testing

Parameter IR(−), n= 134 IR(+), n= 124 P*

WC [cm] 90.5± 8.15 96± 6.67 <0.001 (*)

FM% 21± 4.82 26± 5.93 <0.001 (*)

FM [kg] 16.83± 5.25 22.25± 6.83 <0.001 (*)

WtHr 0.51± 0.04 0.55± 0.05 <0.001 (*)

FFM [kg] 62.35± 5.01 64.17± 5.75 0.252

WHR 0.9± 0.04 0.93± 0.04 0.128

BMI [kg/m2] 25.5± 3.52 28± 2.97 <0.001 (*)

IM [mm] 0.545± 0.087 0.548± 0.074 0.87

SYS [mmHg] 125± 14.83 130± 7.41 0.003 (*)

DIAS [mmHg] 80± 7.41 90± 7.41 0.067

LEP [ng/mL] 4.6± 2.35 7.1± 3.78 <0.001 (*)

LEP/ADI 0.59± 0.37 1.02± 0.77 0.003 (*)

ADI [µg/mL] 8.35± 4.34 6.9± 3.56 0.209

CRP [mg/L] 0.83± 0.7 1.41± 1.56 0.096

HDL [mmol/L] 1.67± 0.35 1.37± 0.33 <0.001 (*)

TG [mmol/L] 1.35± 0.58 1.7± 0.89 0.437

LDL [mmol/L] 3.1± 0.8 3.2± 0.87 0.189

FG [mmol/L] 5.2± 0.39 5.7± 0.67 <0.001 (*)

Insulin [µIU/mL] 2.93± 0.78 8.6± 5.18 <0.001 (*)

HOMAIR 0.7± 0.22 2.13± 1.56 <0.001 (*)

Amino acid concentrations [nmol/mL]

Leucine 139.2± 30.6 154± 42 0.057

Isoleucine 56± 13.6 68.1± 18 0.068

Valine 239± 56.9 262.5± 72.4 0.097

Phenylalanine 78.1± 18.6 83.3± 22.7 0.21

Tyrosine 28.3± 6.82 27.2± 10.49 0.807

Tryptophan 64± 15.6 59.3± 29.3 0.828

BCAA 432.6± 87.3 477.8± 129.4 0.07 (*)

AAA 167.6± 27.5 171± 49.4 0.888

BCAA_AAA 597± 115 655± 135 0.297

Amino acid ratios

Leu_IV 0.46± 0.05 0.46± 0.07 0.95

Leu_IVPTT 0.29± 0.02 0.3± 0.05 0.136

Trp_LIVTyr 0.13± 0.05 0.12± 0.06 0.834

TyrPhe_LIVTrp 0.22± 0.03 0.21± 0.03 0.621

AAA aromatic amino acids, ADI adiponectin, BCAA branched chain
amino acids, BCAA_AAA summary concentration of BCAA and AAA,
BMI body mass index, CRP C-reactive protein, DIAS diastolic blood
pressure, FG fasting glucose, FFM fat free body mass, FM fat body
mass, FM% percentage of body fat, HDL high density cholesterol,
HOMA IR homeostatic model assessment of insulin resistance, IMT
intima media thickness, LDL low density lipoprotein, LEP leptin, LEP/
ADI leptin-to-adiponectin ratio, Leu_IV shortened leucine ratio,
Leu_IVPTT leucine ratio, SYS systolic blood pressure, TG triglycer-
ides, Trp_LIVTyr tryptophan ratio, TyrPhe_LIVTrp tyrosine ratio, WC
waist circumference, WHR waist-to-hip ratio, WtHr waist-to-height
ratio

Fig. 1 Correlation clustering using amino acid profile, metabolic and
anthropometric variables. Clamps present hierarchical clustering of the
variables. AAA aromatic amino acids, ADI adiponectin, BCAA bran-
ched chain amino acids, BCAA_AAA summary concentration of
BCAA and AAA, BMI body mass index, DIAS diastolic blood pres-
sure, FG fasting glucose, FFM fat free body mass, FM fat body mass,
FM% percentage of body fat, IM intima media, LEP leptin, LEP/ADI
leptin-to-adiponectin ratio, Leu_IV shortened leucine ratio,
Leu_IVPTT leucine ratio, SYS systolic blood pressure, TG triglycer-
ides, Trp_LIVTyr tryptophan ratio, TyrPhe_LIVTrp tyrosine ratio, WC
waist circumference, WtHr waist-to-height ratio, IR= (-)1 × QUICKI
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phenotype, and to search within those AAs for a biomarker
of early MS. We demonstrated that BCAA and AAA can be
used to differentiate MS(+) and MS(−) subjects. Two
distinct and functionally different AA groups were identi-
fied: the first comprised BCAA and Phe (AA1), and the
second, Tyr and Trp (AA2). AA1 differed significantly
between MS(+) and MS(−) participants, had significant
discriminant power for MS(+) individuals and was corre-
lated with the typical cardiometabolic disturbances asso-
ciated with the MS phenotype (albeit in a weak manner). On
the contrary, AA2 showed neither a statistically significant
difference between the MS(+)/MS(−) groups, nor was it
able to discriminate MS(+) individuals. Furthermore, no
statistically significant correlations with cardiometabolic
disturbances were observed.

The results presented herein, which highlight BCAA and
Phe, are consistent with observations about related to car-
diometabolic disturbances essential selective hyper-
aminoacidemia [5, 12, 13].

AA profile and IR

Considering the known association between IR and AA
profile [8, 27], as well as the effect of insulin on intracellular
AA transport [28] and activity of main, rate-limiting
enzyme of BCAA catabolism (BCKDH) [29], we per-
formed additional analyses to test whether differences in
BCAA and AAA concentration were the result of insulin
sensitivity impairment. We failed to find an association
between assessed AA concentrations and IR in the context
of glucose metabolism. The AA concentration did not differ
between the groups with higher and lower HOMA IR
values, nor did it allow for the discrimination of the IR+
group. All correlation coefficients values were very weak.
Our results could be affected by relative low HOMA IR
distribution values as it was suspected in the study of
Newgard et al. [8], especially considering that HOMA IR
distribution values in the groups of our study were even
lower than that of Newgad’s.

IR is multidimensional, in that it affects different tissues
to different degrees. Therefore, the aforementioned obser-
vation does not rule out the possibility that BCAA and
AAA profile is associated with other aspects of IR. In fact,
MS itself seems to be the manifestation of selective insulin
transmission [30–32]. A disturbance in AA profile could
also be an early IR manifestation that is seen only in the
metabolome and precedes changes in traditional insulin
sensitivity indicators [12, 13, 33, 34].

AA profile and obesity

An additional objective of the present study was to elucidate
the association between BCAA and AAA profile and

obesity. BCAA are metabolized mainly in the muscle and
adipose tissue [35, 36]. Newgard et al. [8] demonstrated
increased concentration of BCAA and metabolites in obese
compared with lean individuals and this measure had sig-
nificant discriminant power. The authors stated the rela-
tionship likely derived from overnutrition and increased
metabolite flow through the catabolic pathways. In other
studies, decreased expression and/or activity of BCAA-
degrading enzymes in the adipose tissue was observed in
obese, T2DM and IR individuals [37], and was associated
with metabolic disturbances that improved after weight
loss [36–38]. Metabolically unhealthy individuals, as com-
pared to metabolically healthy subjects, had significantly
lower expression of genes associated with BCAA catabo-
lism [38].

The results of the present study failed to find evidence in
support of a close association between BCAA and AAA
profile disturbances and obesity. In previous work BCAA
were proposed as indicators of ‘normal-weight obese indi-
viduals’ and demonstrated to be markers of VF but not SF
[39]. The lack of an objective measure of VF in the present
study might be the reason that only relatively weak corre-
lations were observed.

Our results also suggest that an increased concentration
of BCAA is not directly correlated with increased body
mass, nor with muscle mass (the body’s primary source of
AAs). Trp was the only AA correlated with FFM, but not
with cardiometabolic disturbances; this result could be dri-
ven by an albumin-related fraction unique to Trp that
determines the different effects of insulin [40].

Selectivity of hyperaminoacidemia

As demonstrated in the present and other studies, hyper-
aminoacidemia is selective. If the catabolic pathways of
BCAAs and AAAs are separate, why then are BCAA
observed to cluster with Phe (as in the current study) or with
both Phe and Tyr (in most other studies) [5, 11–15]. It
should be noted that Tyr and Phe are closely linked since
Tyr is synthesized from Phe [40]. Of the AA-degrading
enzymes, only the BCKDH complex and phenylalanine
hydroxylase are regulated by phosphorylation and depho-
sphorylation [29, 40]. As such, they are key targets for the
action of insulin.

Another explanation for the clustering could lie in the
competitive character of the transmembrane transport sys-
tem common to both BCAA and AAA [21]. The elevation
of AAA has been suggested to be secondary to the increase
in BCAA concentration [8]. The pattern of AA profile
alteration in CMDs reflects the selectivity and preference of
the main AA transporters [29, 41].
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BCAA and AAA ratios

The BCAA and AAA ratios, as the predictors of individual
AA uptake have been widely studied [22, 23, 42, 43] and
linked to neurobiological origin of obesity and metabolic
diseases [44, 45]. That encouraged the analysis of AA ratios
in MS+and MS− groups. Trp affects serotonergic neuro-
transmission that plays a role in regulation of food intake,
body weight and mood [22–24, 42, 43]. The dopaminergic
pathway relies on Tyr and Phe supply and is involved in
food-based reward as well as is most closely linked to
hunger [46]. Leu has been linked to nutrient sensitive
hypothalamic neurons that affect behavioral and physiolo-
gical determinants of energy balance [45]. Leu function are
unique also in that it promotes insulin secretion, has a
profound effect on mTOR stimulation and lowers the con-
centration of other BCAA (Val, Ile) [47].

The present study failed to find evidence in support of a
relationship between AA ratios and MS. It is likely that AA
ratios become important only in the postprandial stage,
when the plasma concentration of AAs is increasing, and
the competition for transporters is higher. In contrast,
Newgard et al. [8] reported a significantly lower Trp ratio
and unchanged median Trp levels in obese, as compared to
lean, individuals.

Utility of AAs in the diagnosis of MS

Whether BCAA are passive markers of metabolic dis-
turbances or—consistent with much of the research pub-
lished to date—they facilitate them, is yet to be fully
elucidated [4]. The differences between the MS(+) and MS
(−) groups in terms of BCAA and AAA concentration,
which neither resulted from impaired glucose metabolism
nor meaningful correlated with cardiometabolic factors,
suggest that a disturbance in AA profile may be the result of
other processes involved in CMD pathogenesis. Our study
group consisted of apparently healthy subjects who did not
display overt symptoms of CVD, so we can assume that the
abnormalities observed in these patients are indicative of the
early-stage pathophysiological events.

In our study, BCAA and AAA concentrations alone had
little discriminant power in terms of MS(+) vs. MS(−)
individuals. However, Phe was crucial in the multifactorial
MS classification model with good discrimination power.
Although adipocytokines and INS are commonly con-
sidered to be the classical MS contributors [48, 49], and
ADI and LEP have already been suggested to be valuable
MS biomarkers [50, 51], our study is the first to show Phe is
useful for MS diagnostic model construction. Moreover, in
this model Phe had a greater effect on the diagnostic index
value than did ADI and LEP, and had an effect equal to that
of INS. It should be mentioned that Phe concentration was

already identified as valuable component of MS prediction
model [1]; surprisingly in that study Phe level was found to
be decreased in patients with MS but this inconsistency with
previous studies [5, 15] was not explained.

The classification properties of the MS screen test
exceeded many of the models published to date, which were
based on individual adipocytokines concentrations [50–53]
or HOMA IR [54, 55]. Our results support the hypothesis
that BCAA and AAA profile plays an important role in
disturbances in MS.

The MS screen test accounts for multifactorial patho-
genesis of MS and, as far as we know, is the first com-
prehensive model that integrates representatives of its main
pathological processes. Good classification properties,
ability to stratify the disease risk, and potential to be used
for monitoring of disease progression or positive treatment
outcomes are needs that must be met by the next early MS
biomarker. MS screen test results can be achieved with just
one blood sample; thus, the test it could be a powerful tool
in preventive medicine.

However, it must be noted that the MS screen test was
built using data from a relative small group of participants
and, as such, requires validation using data from additional
populations. In addition, an assessment of the prediction
value for DM2 and CVD should be undertaken.

Since clear differences between male and female
BCAA catabolism have been previously established [56,
57], only males were recruited to the study. However this
choice limits the clinical utility of MS screen test. In
addition, we acknowledge other limitations of our study:
firstly, when analyzing AA and obesity, indirect imprecise
measures of VF assessment were used [39, 58]; secondly,
the possible influence of physical activity on the BCAA
catabolic pathway [59] was not considered. The metabo-
lism of BCAA is very effective, and exceeds daily con-
sumption [60]. Previous studies showed independence of
fasting plasma BCAAs on diet [61]. However, regarding
published work demonstrating BCAA metabolism
impairment and influence of other macronutrients [9], it
may also have been beneficial to consider the effect of diet
on AA profile.

In summary, we demonstrated the existence of specific
MS disturbances in BCAA and AAA profile, which may be
a part of CMD pathogenic processes and involve novel
biomarkers. Although their basis and role is yet to be fully
elucidated, the altered profile appears not to be a direct
result of increased body/fat and muscle mass. The results
presented herein did not confirm the existence of close
association with insulin sensitivity impairment with respect
to glucose metabolism. Finally, the novel MS diagnostic
model developed and presented herein should be validated
in future studies.
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